


Alibaba’s arrival in Thailand

Help selling products, but not developing technology

Set up distribution center

Train E-commerce 
workforce

Help selling 
products, 
but not developing 
technology

Thailand has shortage of 
high-quality digital workforce 



Why major tech companies do not invest in IT 
system development in Thailand?

Fund 
raising

Market Develop IT 
System

Data Scientist
Very few

Game Developer
Very few



Where is Thai digital workforce?
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Lot of graduates in 
computer-related 
subjects…but still 

lack of high-quality 
workforce

Number of labor force 
with computer-related 

degree (2017) 

570,410
Source:  National Statistical Office

Unemployed
3.3% Employed as 

ICT workers

15.3%

Employed as non- ICT workers
81.3%

Clerical 
Workers
16 % 

Others

65 % 



Where does Thai digital workforce come from?
Bachelor’s 

degree
Master’s and Doctor’s 

degrees

Vocational certificate

High-vocational 
certificate/ Diploma

Other
engineering fields

Computer
-related fields

Others



How are computer-related curricula in Thailand?
Graduates in computer-related fields 19,781

Educational Institutions with 
computer-related curricula

Proportion of graduates in 
computer-related fields, categorized by programs

Computer science

Computer 
engineering

Software 
engineering

Information 
technology

Computer 
business

Other 
universities

Research 
university

Rajabhat/
Rajamangala
UniversitiesSpecialized 

Universities



Where is high-quality Thai digital workforce?

• Lot of graduates in computer-related 
subjects…but still lack of high-quality of 
digital workforce
• Many graduates have skill mismatch and low-

quality
• Curricula are out-of-date 
• Many curricula in computer business 

programs do not contain enough essential IT 
contents 

• To become an e-commerce and digital hub, 
Thailand should focus on the quality, not 
quantity of digital workforce.



How can Thailand 
become

an E-commerce 
and digital hub?



Disruptive technology specialists 
(Disruptive Technology)

High-quality software developers 
(General Software)

Highly-skilled foreign digital workers 
(addressing Thailand’s talent shortage)

Lessons learned from other countries’ good practices

Thailand needs to produce three types of digital workers



Organizing intensive courses for 
“disruptive technology specialists”

AI and IoT courses

AI and Cyber-Security 
courses

Six-month 
intensive courses

Use actual data to 
solve real-world
problems 

Focus on quality, not 
quantity 

Singapore

Taiwan



Producing “high-quality software developers” 

ICT Model Schools: Government funding 
with stringent evaluation 
Dual vocational education system
partnered with the business sector 
in designing curriculum and teaching

IT Engineers Examination 
with the pass rate of 11%

Profession qualification exam

JAPAN

South Korea



Attract “highly-skilled foreign digital workers”

Make “Smart Visa” become 
“Smarter”

• A minimum salary of 
200,000 baht per month for 
a 4-year visa (existing)

• A salary of 100,000-200,000 
baht per month for a 2-
year visa (suggested)

Singapore: 5 types of work permit for foreigners

More flexible and convenient work visa



Summary and Recommendations
Thailand lost opportunities in digital technology 
development due to its talent shortage

Train intensively: Disruptive technology specialists
-Six-month intensive courses 

Create: “Highly-Quality Software Developers” 
-Dual vocational education system

Attract: “Highly-skilled foreign digital talent” 
-Smart Visa

To become an e-commerce and digital hub...
Thailand must focus on the quality, not quantity of digital workforce

Digital talent can be created and developed with 
good strategy


